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“The Bible is the story of God doing unlikely things with unlikely people in
unlikely places.”

—Paul Roe, co-founder of Cornerstone Christian Community, 2004

“Schools are not just purveyors of neutral information but they
convey a story to their students concerning the meaning and
significance of learning in life. The story we are thereby telling our
pupils is that Christian faith makes a difference to every part of
human life, not least to the way we learn.”

—Dr Trevor Cooling, Southern Cross, October 2010

“I wanted to extend my congratulations to you and the whole school community on
your continued success in the Dorothea Mackellar poetry competition. You are
developing a remarkably consistent and proud record. These awards are the tip of a
very substantial iceberg of artistic and creative commitment that is evident throughout
the Redeemer Baptist School community. Such a focus enriches the lives of the
students and their families, and we are very lucky to have some of our students
immersed in this artistic and creative endeavour.”

—Alan Kelly, Principal, RIDBC Garfield Barwick School, September 2010



The Principal’s Address

Reality Education
School is an interesting place to be. I say this on the eve of school holidays

which all our students and teachers deserve after much hard work and

impressive achievements this year. Many of us have spent many years at

school because we enjoy being here; we enjoy communicating life through the

art of teaching, and collaborating with the students in their learning. And the

results of a survey of Redeemer students that we published earlier this year tell

us that these students, by and large, enjoy the opportunities that they get at

School. And we’re all here, parents and friends, because we agree together

that the schooling that is delivered at Redeemer is important.

Tonight at the Bookstore you can purchase a DVD with snapshots of life at

Redeemer this year. Students and parents will enjoy finding themselves and

their friends starring in different aspects of School life. But this year we are

not the only ones producing a digital record of the year’s schooling.

There is a posting on the news.com.au website dated 14th September this year

which talks about Channel 10’s line up of local shows for 2011. Among the

offerings is a new reality TV show coming to your screens called: Class Of.

The new reality show will, we are told:

take exemplary teachers and team them with an underperforming

class of students to turn them into one of the best classrooms in

the nation. This factual series will follow the students as they deal

with challenges and develop the skills that will equip them for

future success. Class Of will be exciting, entertaining, engaging

and definitely inspiring.

In October this year, a new series premiered on US reality TV starring Tony

Danza as a first-year, full-time teacher. There are episodes where Danza:

teaches the students to use sanitiser to protect against swine flu; takes his

students to New York and Washington on excursions; and challenges the city

Mayor to coach a Mayor’s volleyball team to play against the Teacher’s

volleyball team. Danza tells the student newspaper reporter that his reason for

getting involved in this reality TV series is that too many young people ‘get

smart too late’.
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Also, the award winning movie Waiting for Superman by renowned filmmaker

Davis Guggenheim (producer of An Inconvenient Truth) premiered in the US

in September. The plot is a reminder that education ‘statistics’ have names:

Anthony, Francisco, Bianca, Daisy, and Emily. Guggenheim follows a

handful of promising young students through a system that inhibits, rather

than encourages, academic growth. He undertakes an exhaustive review of

public education—surveying ‘drop-out factories’ and ‘academic sinkholes’

—methodically dissecting the system and its seemingly intractable problems.

Right now education has more celebrity status than ever before. But, unless

it’s candid camera, I can assure you that the reality TV team is not in the hall

tonight nor will they be in Redeemer’s classrooms next year!

Redeemer Media

But there has been significant media interest in our student and staff achieve-

ments this year. Ellenore Forrester was interviewed on National Radio about

her success at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) in

the USA. Jerick Esmundo and Lachlan Bolton featured in local newspapers

with their winning entries in the Dorothea Mackellar poetry awards. Jonathan

Sapolinski achieved international fame when the Sapolinski equation was

included for reference in the relevant World Standards, after already being

acclaimed for his achievements at the BHP Billiton Science Awards and Intel

ISEF. Benjamin Gibson was congratulated in Parliament by the NSW Attor-

ney General for winning the NSW Community Relations Commission Award.

Our junior cricket team featured on the Cricket NSW future heroes website.

Module O’s performance of their own composition, Scorpion, was featured

on the Sydney Symphony Orchestra website and on YouTube. Past students

Deborah Thambyaiyah and Mursell Cannon were selected by the University of

Western Sydney to feature as leading incoming scholars; Jeremiah Bolton

won the people’s choice award for his HSC Design and Technology project

on the ABC television program The New Inventors. Fiona Bailey, our curricu-

lum coordinator, was featured in the Education Week newspaper supplement

for getting it right with regard to literacy when she was one of seven leading

NSW educators in 2010 to be awarded a Fellowship in the Australian College

of Educators. And Redeemer Baptist Church and School were applauded in

Family World News for ‘a genuine practical act of reconciliation that the Ab-

original people greatly appreciated.’

2010 has been another very successful year for students at Redeemer! But

let’s return to the celebrity status of education. Why all the media interest in

day to day life at school?
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Education in the Headlines

In Australia over the last couple of years there has been intense national media

interest in education, fuelled by continuing national changes. Three years ago

the National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) was

introduced. Following the second year of national testing, the My School

website was launched with the effect that newspapers took the information

earlier this year and created league tables of schools, from the ‘best’ to the

‘worst’ according to the school’s results in the national literacy and numeracy

test. And in this third year of national testing, the My School website is able to

show growth of a particular cohort of students. In addition, financial informa-

tion about schools will be displayed. It is yet to be seen what the media will do

to name and shame schools with all this new information!

Parallel with NAPLAN and My School has been the development of the

National Curriculum. There continues to be strong lobbying by thirteen peak

education bodies in the Australian Curriculum Coalition seeking an extended

timeline to enable the development of stronger rationale and curriculum

theory to more adequately underpin the hoped-for world class curriculum.

These disagreements about what all schools in Australia will be required to

teach have shaped headlines which most of us will have heard or read with

interest. The new curriculum, when adopted, will be a significant input

shaping the skills and understandings of the future in Australia.

NAPLAN, My School and National Curriculum all have one goal in mind:

improving the quality of education nationally. Channel 10’s proposed

Class Of has one goal in mind: to inspire us all by improving the prospects for

success of a group of underperforming students. Teach Tony Danza has one

goal in mind: improving student outcomes by inspiring them—not just his

class but a whole nation of students and their parents—to get smart before it’s

too late. Waiting for Superman has a website encouraging all Americans to

pledge support to action, with one goal in mind: improving opportunity for

the next generation of Americans, for the benefit of all, through great

teachers.

Mission Accomplished

And we’re all here tonight because we have agreed on a vision for schooling

that will open up worthwhile opportunities for your children. You saw the

bearing of our students and you wanted that for your children. You read

what’s true about us and you wanted your children to have the good opportu-

nities that we were already providing for other students at Redeemer. You
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came to an interview, some of you many years ago now, and you could see that

your vision for your children could be fulfilled at Redeemer.

A couple of weeks ago I received this letter from parents whose youngest child

had just completed her final HSC examination. Their children have been in

the school for 19 years.

Dear Jonathan,

Following payment of my final account to Redeemer for educa-

tional services, I felt it incumbent on me to write to express some

final thoughts for our file.

The other day I enjoyed a walk around the school and could not

help remarking what a fine property it has become under your

commercial and spiritual stewardship. It mirrors what a loving

God we have.

I find myself with a variety of emotional responses but suffice to say

that through it all, my wife and I have appreciated the manner in

which Christ has been interwoven into the educational lives of our

children. Looking back to 1992 when we started this course of edu-

cation, this was our one pervading hope that our children would

have an increased appreciation and awareness of the love of God

in their lives. This mission, we believe, has been accomplished!

We as parents come to return thanks to the school for a mission

well done, to express our appreciation for the care and love shown

to our children and for the understanding given to us as parents as

we traversed the ‘roller coaster’ issues that life invariably involves.

Our continued prayers for your ministry and school life will be

directed towards you all.

A vision of education that we agreed on together; a vision that these parents

and many others have held to through the ‘roller coaster’ issues of life with the

final satisfaction of a mission accomplished. That’s the outcome of our

partnership in education. But how do we reach that goal? I’m going to take a

few reality snapshots of important ingredients that contribute to the final

outcome.

Reality Snapshot: Quality of Teachers

The first reality snapshot is the quality of our teaching staff. Dr Jim

Cummings (Australian National University) stated in a recent paper that ‘the

quality of teachers is the most important school-based factor in improving
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outcomes in students’ (ACE, September 2010). And the quality of Redeemer

teachers has been celebrated in a range of disciplines this year.

Professor Russell Tytler (Deakin University) released a STEME (Science,

Technology, Environmental and Mathematics Education) Research Group

paper which states (February 2010):

Stuart Garth at Redeemer Baptist School demonstrates the effect

that one teacher can have on many students’ experience of science.

It is also interesting in the insight it provides into the many ways in

which a teacher supports students in lifting standards of research

work. These particularly include his critical role in supporting

students find questions and frame the approach to their investiga-

tion, his energy and organisation in linking students with local

science professionals, and the moral stance he adopts in focusing

on questions of social import.

Stuart Garth was the NSW national finalist in this year’s BHP Billiton Science

Teachers Awards.

Redeemer WRAP teachers have been sought out this year by teachers from

government, Catholic, independent and overseas schools for collegial assis-

tance and expert advice on teaching literacy. Redeemer staff have also

contributed through the Australian Literacy and Numeracy Foundation to

literacy programs in Kempsey, Groote Eylandt and Palm Island, supported by

the Australian Government and the Cathy Freeman Foundation. The Austra-

lian College of Educators celebrated Fiona Bailey’s contribution to literacy

education with this citation for her Fellowship award:

For outstanding and distinctive contributions to literacy education

including development of accredited training packages for

teachers of literacy, for decoding Indigenous languages and early

childhood literacy for Indigenous pre-schools.

On World Teachers’ Day, the Hills Parramatta branch of the Australian

College of Educators celebrated significant contributions of ten teachers in

our region. Karen Hainge was ‘appreciated for giving hope to students who

constantly find themselves capable of improving the quality of their

achievements’. Carolyn MacMillan was recognised for her contribution as

English coordinator ‘to excellence in outcomes at Redeemer Baptist School

since the School’s inception thirty years ago’. And Diane Garth was highly

regarded for her contribution ‘to depth of learning across the curriculum’,

and particularly in Mathematics, History, Science and Sport.
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Reality Snapshot: Opportunity to Change

A second reality snapshot is the relationship between staff and students which

is somewhat unique at Redeemer. Our students call many of their teachers by

their first name or, once we get enough grey hair, we are addressed as Uncle

or Aunt. It is not compulsory to use familiar or familial names but it has been

Redeemer’s culture since the beginning. There is no loss of respect in the

familial nomenclature, indeed, it reinforces the close connection between staff

and students. Our students know that we will devote our energy toward their

success because we are in this together as family. And that provides real

opportunity for change.

One past student who is now studying law sent this message of thanks to the

School.

I’d like to thank everyone at the School for your help and support

over the years at Redeemer. Settling into the foreign environment

and learning English from scratch would have been so difficult if it

hadn’t been for the incredible people at the School. I feel very

attached to the School in an emotional and spiritual way, and the

valuable lessons I learnt from Redeemer will stay with me for the

rest of my life.

A parent wrote a statement about his family’s experience at Redeemer under

the heading, ‘A small place with great vision’.

‘If education cannot help separate truth from falsehood, beauty

from vulgarity, right from wrong, then what can it teach us?’

(Dinesh D’Souza, 1991)

When my family reunited with me in Australia after three and half

years forced separation by the brutal group of insurgents that took

power by force in my home country, my first priority was to find a

school that would embrace my kids. Things looked good until the

boys reached high school. One particular secondary school put my

son under extreme pressure while he was in the process of overcom-

ing his cultural shock.

My son and I tried everything possible to make the school under-

stand the trauma we have been through for three and half years.

But it was in vain. The termination of my son from school was the

first emotional pain I have experienced on Australian soil.

Redeemer accepted my son as he is, validating his good deeds and

correcting the mistakes. The support, encouragement and accep-

tance given by the Redeemer Baptist School Community helped the
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boy develop a sense of purpose and belonging. He participated in

this year’s HSC with confidence.

Redeemer Baptist School is not a school that you simply send your

kids to learn academic subjects. It is a place where you could find

the meaning and purpose of life. It is a place with great vision

producing a responsible generation that can separate truth from

falsehood, right from wrong. We are surrounded by countless

things that look right, but in reality have great potential to destroy

our generation. Schools like Redeemer Baptist School must be en-

couraged to flourish to shape the direction of the next generation.

Another student who attended Redeemer for seven years and now lives in

Western Australia wrote simply: ‘I wouldn’t want to know what my life would

have been like without Redeemer, because Redeemer showed me the way, the

right way.’

Reality Snapshot: Christian Worldview

A third reality snapshot is Redeemer’s Christian worldview in education.

Former Christian school principal George Glanville, reflecting on curriculum

in the Christian school, wrote: ‘As Christian educators, our approach to

curriculum needs to be adventurously and radically biblical’. Cardinal Pell

said of the Australian approach to God:

Most Australians don’t deny God; fewer still will insult God. But

you will be tempted to ignore God; or to acknowledge His

existence, but downplay His importance. The Australian

temptation is to believe that you can have a good time, or even live

the good life, without God.

Redeemer Baptist School exists because a group of people took the radical

steps of praying, listening and following Jesus Christ as He calls us to share

the good news of hope in His rescue with young people and their families.

This gospel informs all that we say. Facts are never neutral. Curriculum

cannot be neutral. We teach with the acute awareness that we all—teachers

and students—are accountable for what we do with what we know. Accurate

knowledge is important. But knowledge is then used by humans either to

promote life or death, to do good or to do evil. In the Macquarie University’s

Annual Vice Chancellor’s oration in August this year, Steven Schwartz

bemoaned: ‘Unfortunately, modern universities are not in the wisdom

business. We educate students but we don’t even try to make them wise’.

Redeemer was formed on the simple belief that wisdom is discovered as we
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walk each day together with Jesus Christ, talking over the events of each day

with God and seeking His guidance for our decision making.

When the Board of Studies inspectors visited Redeemer earlier this year, I was

given the opportunity of sharing our vision for education with them. And the

inspectors picked up Redeemer’s Christian worldview in their report which

recommended the maximum five years registration and accreditation. The

inspectors’ report said:

The School has a Christian worldview and seeks to encourage

and strengthen Christian families through close links with the

Redeemer Church community. The School strives to promote a

positive learning environment throughout its structure. The

School offers a broad curriculum and provides diverse

co-curricula activities that include sporting, cultural, charitable

and academic programs.

Because of Redeemer’s unparalleled success this year in the Dorothea

Mackellar Poetry Awards, I was asked to address the prize winners ceremony

in Gunnedah. So I spoke about the pedagogy that underlies the success of our

students. I said that the rationale or philosophy that directs all of our

programming in English begins with two quotes. The first quote is from

Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Solzhenitsyn said: ‘One word of truth shall outweigh

the whole world’. We want Redeemer students to be equipped to use words to

conquer falsehood. The second quote is from the first verse of John’s gospel:

‘In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word

was God’. The ancient Greek literate society to whom this quote was

originally written believed that powerful words preceded everything else in the

universe. Words are dynamite. We can become connected with the essence of

life through words; or we can destroy with words. These two quotes continue

to provide a moral imperative for teachers at Redeemer to get the pedagogy of

words right! This is our Christian worldview applied to the English

curriculum.

Earlier this year I received this encouraging email from appreciative parents.

The education based on ‘Christian Worldview’ as provided by

Redeemer is second to no other private or selective school in

Sydney. We realise how fortunate our children are to study at a

school like Redeemer.

We appreciate the trust that you as parents have placed in us to communicate

a world and life view that provides a relational basis for moral responsibility in
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a culture that increasingly resorts to dark, soul-destroying choices. Knowing

forgiveness from God and living in obedience to God are the essential

ingredients to a life filled with joy, regardless of circumstances. This is reality

education. Whether on or off the screen, whether today’s circumstances bring

laughter or tears, we and our children can know the ultimate satisfaction that

everything works together for good for those who love Jesus and serve Him

wholeheartedly.

Redeemer’s Class Of 2010

Students have taken advantage of opportunities provided by education at

Redeemer this year. In addition to the prizes, awards and vocational

qualifications that we have already celebrated tonight, Redeemer students also

won national and international recognition through various projects and

competitions.

Intel ISEF (International Science and Engineering Fair) at Reno, USA

• Jonathan Sapolinski won a Grand Award (3rd place in the world) in the
Physics and Astronomy category and an Honorable Mention from the
American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics
Teachers.

• Ellenore Forrester won a Grand Award (4th place in the world) in the
Engineering, Electrical and Mechanical category.

• Stuart Garth was granted a Teacher Award from the American
Association of Physics Teachers.

CSIRO Gold Crest Awards

• Abdul Kassem was awarded a CSIRO Gold Crest Award for his
original research.

• Chanum Torres was awarded a CSIRO Blue Crest Award for his
original research.

Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Competition

• Lachlan Bolton won the Learning Assistance and Special Education
Primary category.

• Jerick Esmundo was awarded second in Australia, Lower Secondary
category.

• Benjamin Gibson won the NSW Community Relations Commission
award.

• Cassidy Chow and Anthony Bolton received the status of Highly
Commended.
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• Tanya Akdeniz, Baiza Akele, Tsega Akele, Ecem Akyol, Katherine Allen,
Dila Denizli, Shadale Din, Theophilus Din, Aarsi Jha, Bettina Liang,
Daniel Lotu, Connor Mishalow, Joshua Wood, and Bilge Zohre received
the status of Commended.

• Redeemer Baptist School won the National Schools Award.

Sydney Symphony Orchestra Composition Challenge

• Year 4 received raucous applause when they performed their
composition Big Black Bear in front of the Sydney Symphonia at a
schools concert.

• Module 0’s performance of their composition Scorpion was exhibited
on the Sydney Symphony Orchestra website.

World Standards ISO/DIS23599 and ISO/DIS21542

• The Sapolinski Equation has become a reference for measuring
luminance contrast following the recommendations of Jonathan
Sapolinski’s research.

NSW Schools Constitutional Convention

• Chaneg Torres was one of 70 NSW students selected to participate in
debate. Chaneg was one of 30 NSW students elected by their peers to
represent NSW in the 2011 national student debate in Canberra.

BHP Billiton Science Awards

• Jonathan Sapolinski won the Intel ISEF prize and was awarded 2nd in
Australia.

• Ellenore Forrester was one of 16 national finalists.

• Callum Bailey, Ian Garth, William Garth, Richard Garth, Laura
Gibson and Martyn Poyitt were Primary Encouragement Award
Winners.

HSC Design and Technology

• Jeremiah Bolton won the Powerhouse Museum award at the
DesignTECH exhibition.

ABC New Inventors Television Program

• Jeremiah Bolton won the People’s Choice with his builder’s tool,
Scribemate.
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Australian War Memorial

• Year 11’s History DVD on Douglas Simpson was accessioned in the
Memorial’s private reference collection.

NSW University SunSprint Model Solar Car Challenge

• Steven Fam, Kevin Le, Hyun Woo Woo and Ian Garth were awarded 4th

place in the Open Division and a wild card entry to the national finals
in Perth.

UWS Aspire Leadership Program

• Mursell Cannon, who completed all her schooling at Redeemer, was
one of twelve ‘best and brightest’ students selected by the University to
benefit from their leadership program.

PNG Prime Minister’s Lahara Scholarship

• Alumnus Hannington Savaiko led his Pacific Adventist University team
to win the debate title and scholarship. Hannington was also awarded
Best Overall PNG Student from the Bachelor of Education Course by
Pacific Adventist University.

Commercial Launch of Colorluminator

• Colorluminator, Redeemer student science project (2006) by Rickystan
Savaiko and Ian Cannon, was launched at the 2010 Association of
Consultants in Access Australia conference in Tweed Heads by
Pathfinders Australia and Redeemer Baptist School.

Many of our students have achieved excellence individually and in teams in

inter-school competition and assessment as the following records of sport,

music, NAPLAN, university assessments and tertiary pathways accessible to

our HSC students demonstrate.

Sport—Team Championships

• Nepean Western Zone Christian Schools junior girls softball, with
Paula Galatoulas as captain

• Nepean Western Zone Christian Schools senior girls softball, with
Alexandra Cannon as captain

• Reid Shield senior boys cricket for the sixth consecutive year, with
Charles Cannon as captain

• Wiburd Shield state runner up in junior boys NSW independent
schools

• SWISSA senior boys Oztag with Charles Cannon as captain
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• SWISSA senior boys soccer with Nicholas Heng as captain

• SWISSA senior girls netball, with Marina Galatoulas as captain

• SWISSA intermediate girls netball, with Daniela Fuentes as captain

• ASISSA preparatory boys Oztag with Danyael Anonuevo as captain

• ASISSA preparatory boys cricket with Joseph Ratu as captain

• ASISSA preparatory girls T-ball with Bethany Almeida as captain

Swimming and Athletics

• In the SWISSA swimming carnival: Leonard Cheung won four races;
Emma Poyitt and Roxan Mina each won two races; and Charles
Cannon, Hannah Wallis, Benjamin Hillier and Marc Haddad each won
a single event.

• In the SWISSA athletics carnival: Emma Poyitt, Melissa Bolton, Lupe
Loloma, Nicholas Heng, Elijah Magee, Petros Savaiko, Nicholas Bolton
and Aidan Bailey were age champions.

• In the SWISSA cross country, Timothy Bailey was open boys
champion and Petros Savaiko was intermediate boys champion.

• In the ASISSA cross country, Samuel Hillier and Lachlan Bolton were
age champions.

• In the ASISSA athletics carnival: Lydia Senico won first place in shot
put and discus; Mia Castellarin won discus; Lachlan Bolton won high
jump; and Cayleb Senico won his 100m running race.

Association of Independent Co-Educational Schools (AICES) Sport

• Nicholas Galatoulas was awarded Colours for sporting excellence in
Touch Football and Honours for Rugby League.

• Nicholas Heng was awarded Colours for sporting excellence in
Football.

• Elijah Magee and Petros Savaiko were age champions in the athletics
carnival.

Combined Independent Schools (CIS) Sport

• Nicholas Galatoulas played for the NSW CIS rugby league team in the
National Schoolboys tournament.

Tertiary success

• In 2010, 88% of our 2009 HSC cohort were granted enrolment
opportunities in university.
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National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)

• Redeemer’s School Average for each aspect of numeracy and literacy
assessed was above the NSW and National Average in each Year tested.

Australian Music Examinations Board (AMEB)

• 42% of all students sitting exams were awarded Honours.

• William Garth, Laura Gibson, Krystina Jones, Claire Ongley and
Martyn Poyitt were awarded Honours with Distinction in their Music
Craft exams.

• Miriam Poyitt was awarded Honours with Distinction in her Piano
exam.

English, Mathematics, Science and Computer Skills conducted by the
University of NSW; Royal Australian Chemistry Institute (RACI)
Chemistry Assessment; and Australian Geography Competition
conducted by the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland

• 9 high distinctions, including: Chaneg Torres, Ellenore Forrester, John
Poyitt and Antonio Castellarin (Geography); Richard Garth (English);
William Garth (Chemistry); Camila Lievano (Science and Geography);
Benjamin Hang (Science); and Bettina Liang (Mathematics).

• 55 distinctions

• 134 credits

Many more students starred in excellent productions, including: Kindergar-

ten’s Noah’s Ark; the Preparatory School’s Greatest Commandment; and the

Drama Club’s adaptation of C S Lewis’ The Silver Chair which entertained a

packed Sargood Hall for three nights. The Middle School Choir communi-

cated the Easter story in their Martin Place performances and the Christmas

story in a Fusion advent pageant in Parramatta’s Church Street Mall.

Reality Education at Redeemer Baptist School is not a celebrity stunt. Rather,

each year builds on the successful innovations of the past to draw students

into experiences and possibilities collaboratively that help to form knowledge-

able and creative personalities on the path to real wisdom. And all of our

students and staff have been on that path together this year! An ABC script

writer wrote to the School recently after viewing the 2009 DVD collection,

saying, ‘I remain most impressed with the philosophy, breadth of vision and

the lively spirit of the school’.
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Redeemer’s Outreach in 2010

• The National Reconciliation Week motion in State Parliament Hansard
records: ‘I pay tribute to Redeemer Baptist Church, which organised
students from the Redeemer Baptist School to go to Mulli Mulli for
nearly two weeks on a working party to help paint and update the
church.’

• Year 10 students raised funds in their Gala Day program towards three
projects assisting remote Indigenous youth: furnishings and fitments
for the Bourke Youth Project Centre; hospitality facilities for the
Walgett AIM Church; and Vocational Education for five students from
Canteen Creek (Northern Territory).

• Year 10 students presented a variety concert in Bourke’s TAFE hall
with help from past Redeemer students, during which they produced a
symbolic banner with the theme Stay Strong. They also led Sunday
services in Bourke’s Full Gospel Family Church.

• School families contributed clothing which was sent to help Christian
mission in Tennant Creek and literacy work in PNG through the Barai
Non-formal Education Association.

• Redeemer staff assisted Crusader Union to move into their new offices
in Eastwood.

• Past and present Redeemer students led the summer Barai High
School Camp hosted by St Mathias Anglican Church in Itokoma, PNG.

• Following Dr Grace Warren’s occasional address at last year’s Annual
Service of Worship, Redeemer assisted the Leprosy Mission with
$1,440 donation.

• More than 150 Christmas gifts from Redeemer students have been sent
with Outback Patrol to fellow Australian children in remote
Queensland schools.

• Each class in the School organised much appreciated presentations for
elderly residents in a local Baptist Community Care nursing home.

• Year 10 students, as part of their careers week, spent a morning at
Edward Eagar Lodge engaging in a program to assist the homeless.

• The School continues to provide support for hearing impaired students
through its longstanding partnership with Garfield Barwick School.
The School’s oval has been used by Garfield Barwick School for its
PDHPE program throughout 2010.

• Redeemer continues to work alongside the Australian Literacy and
Numeracy Foundation (ALNF) developing and delivering vocational
courses to assist Indigenous literacy.
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• Ronnie Quinn, CEO of the Mitchell Youth Leadership Forum (MYLF),
thanked Redeemer Baptist School for ‘commitment to the 2010
Mitchell Youth Leadership Forum’ and for the provision of transport
and leadership in the student community service project.

On the My School website the School profile reads, in part:

The School is a ministry of Redeemer Baptist Church. All staff are

members of the Ministry Order of the Church. The sacrificial life

of this religious community forms a base for a teaching and learn-

ing environment where people may discover friendship, pray for

each other and help the weakest. Individual learning is encour-

aged without usurping the responsibility of care for each other.

A series of reality snapshots into everyday life at School would not be

complete without a glance at this aspect of giving. One of Jesus’ pithy

statements about the really good life says: ‘Blessed are the merciful, for they

shall receive mercy’. Francis of Assisi said in his inspirational prayer: ‘For it is

in giving that we receive, it is in pardoning that we are pardoned, it is in dying

that we rise to eternal life’. There are moments, as in our trip with Year 10 to

Bourke in the mid-semester break, that are life-changing. But forming the

habit of noticing the needs of others and finding ways to meet those needs is

one of the keys to a truly happy life. This lesson is at least as important as any

other in the Redeemer curriculum.

Getting into the Picture

I would like to conclude by giving you a trailer of our next episode during the

Christmas holidays. Our Headmaster Emeritus, Dr Shaw, will be travelling

with a team of literacy trainers to Kempsey on Wednesday. The plan which the

Kempsey Indigenous communities have formed alongside the Australian

Literacy and Numeracy Foundation is to train Indigenous men and women in

WRAP so that they can be literacy leaders in their own communities. The hope

is that improving literacy in the adult population will improve the prospect of

employment and thereby help to break the poverty cycle. We also hope that as

adults are turned onto literacy, so too the younger generation will see the

valuable opportunity offered to them in their education. And during their stay

in Kempsey our folk will also share in worship with a local Indigenous church,

for we have come to value the friendship and fellowship with Indigenous

brothers and sisters in far flung places across NSW and Northern Territory.

Then, straight after Christmas, my wife and I will be leading a team of our

young people—including some of our younger members of staff—to a
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celebration in the remote highlands of PNG at the village of Itokoma. This

celebration, which promises to be a gathering of about 3,000 people including

a local member of Parliament and the media, has great significance for

Redeemer Baptist School. In February 2002 two boys from the Itokoma

village of the Barai tribe, Hannington and Rickystan Savaiko, commenced

their enrolment at Redeemer. Before they came, they entered into a written

agreement with the elders of their tribe. There were conditions laid on them.

They were not coming to Sydney to be westernised and lost to the tribe.

During their years at Redeemer, the boys formed their own vision of what

God wanted them to do with their lives. They returned to Port Moresby in

2007 and enrolled in Education in the Pacific Adventist University. Their

vision was to give back to their village what had been given to them in

education.

There are currently two teachers in the Itokoma School for Grade 3 to

Grade 8; two teachers serving 258 students. That is 1/3 of a teacher per grade;

each teacher is responsible for 129 students. Currently, if students want to

study beyond Grade 8, they have to go to a town which is about 6 hours walk

plus 4 hours bus from the village. It is difficult to attract teachers to this

remote village. It is even more difficult to encourage those teachers to stay in

the village once they have begun teaching there. There is a little bit of

electricity from a couple of generators. Running water is in the river. There

are no telephones. Hannington and Rickystan want to return to their village

and start teaching in the existing grades of the Itokoma School. Eventually,

their vision is to commence a high school in the village.

Hannington and Rickystan have now graduated, each with a Bachelor of

Education. Previously there has only been one university graduate from the

Barai tribe, and after graduating in 1994 he did not return to the Barai. So the

graduation of Hannington and Rickystan is of real significance to the Barai

tribe and to the Itokoma village. And we have been asked to come with a

delegation of friends to celebrate with the tribe. The leaders in the village want

us to come because they believe that our presence will help the village to see

the value of education, thereby empowering the boys’ educational leadership

in their return to the village. This will be an entirely different experience for us

all, another unique episode in reality education at Redeemer! The celebration

will be followed by a high schoolers camp at which the Redeemer visitors will

be given opportunity to speak and lead small study groups. So I would value

your prayers for us and for the Itokoma village as our communities join at this

significant time for mutual blessing.
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Real Knowledge

As humans we like to really know. At a popular level, that is what reality

television is all about. That is certainly what education is about. But the

Apostle Paul tells us that there are at this time limits to our knowledge.

Now our knowledge is partial and incomplete, and even the gift of

prophecy reveals only part of the whole picture … Now we see

things imperfectly as in a cloudy mirror … All that I know now is

partial and incomplete …

But when full understanding comes, these partial things will

become useless … then we will see everything with perfect clarity

… then I will know everything completely, just as God knows me

completely.

1 Corinthians 13:9–12

We want to know what will make a difference for good. We want to know how

it will all pan out. We want to know the outcome of our decisions for ourselves

and for our children. But all of the education in the world put together can

only impart partial knowledge. We can never be certain that we really know.

But we can be certain of this. In the birth and life and death and resurrection

of Jesus, God revealed more of Himself—more of the really real—than He

had ever revealed before. So I encourage you to come to the celebration of

Christmas this year with expectation to know more of what is really real than

you have ever known before. And in the celebration of this coming of God to a

stable in Bethlehem, I encourage you to also look forward to the second com-

ing of Jesus when we will truly know as we look into His face full of love for all

who believe in Him. This is the goal of reality education. The encouragement

for us all is to keep looking until we see with perfect clarity.
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“Each person must declare himself in the age-old struggle between
good and evil, between what Paul calls the flesh and the Spirit. It is not
good enough to be only a passenger, to try to live in ‘no man’s land’
between the warring parties. Life forces us to choose, eventually
destroys any possibility of neutrality.”

—Cardinal George Pell, 2010

“My congratulations to all of your students and to all of the staff at
Redeemer Baptist for such great results.”

—Dr Geoff Newcombe, Executive Director, Association of Independent Schools
NSW, September 2010

“A monopolistic system of education controlled by the state is far more
efficient in crushing our liberty than the cruder weapons of fire and sword.
Against this monopoly of education by the state the Christian school brings
a salutary protest; it contends for the right of parents to bring up their
children in accordance with the dictates of their conscience and not in the
manner prescribed by the state.”

—J. Gresham Machen, 1933




